As the True Original,
TRW Aftermarket is the
real expert in its field.
TRW X-TEND LIFT SUPPORTS
Offer the customer best-in-class value
through guaranteed lifting performance
and long-term durability derived from
TRW’s OE product development and
validation process. X-Tended performance.
X-Tended safety.

LIFT SUPPORTS CATEGORY EXPERTS
A category grown to over 1,500 SKUs with
99% of sales coverage.

BEST-IN-CLASS WARRANTY
TRW’s industry leading warranty gives
end-users a product backed by a classleading Limited Lifetime Warranty.

FITS RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
Ease of installation through OE-spec
designs and best-in-class aftermarket
cataloging. Built for durability and
performance for your peace of mind.

OE-MATCHED STANDARDS
Designed for safe and easy lifting with
reduced closing effort.

TRUE

For truly great performance, you can rely on
the True Originals.

ORIGINALS

www.trwaftermarket.com/us
With TRW, every part is built to meet the challenge, just like the 4,000
engineers, designers and product experts around the world who make them.
With over 100 years’ OE experience, TRW writes the standards for safety
and quality.

TRW X-Tend
Lift Supports
1 OE MATCHED ENDS:

Our anti-spin end fittings maintain orientation which improves
installation, as well as guarantees no pieces become loose. The first
time fit and OE-like operation allows overall proper fitment and
function.

2 RIGOROUSLY TESTED TUBE:

Through a 300 hour salt spray testing, we confirm that the
corrosion resistant tube ensures a maximized service life. This, combined with a precision steel body, achieves smooth and constant
contact with the piston assembly - reducing wear and maintaining
performance.

3 VALVE DESIGNED PISTON:

A highly durable O-ring sealing technology is the key to our
leak-resistant seal, which separates between the nitrogen gas and
oil chambers for consistent performance. Engineered to TRW
stringent OE standards, safe and easy lifting is our priority.

4 ROBUST GUIDE SEAL:

With oil and gas effectively sealed in the body, TRW Lift Supports can
ensure a long service life and optimal performance in all weather
conditions.

5 BLACK NITRIDE ROD:

Our corrosion resistant technology provides smooth
performance, long term operation, and excellent sealing through
all weather conditions. The heat treated hardened steel rod fights
against rust wear with its superior sealing polish.
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